OUR
MALE
ALLIES
If Black women are to advance in
the workplace, they will need the
assistance of their male allies—
such as this outstanding group

By Jackie Krentzman

B

lack women recognize that they carry a burden of having to be twice as good as anyone else to get ahead. That
understanding can instill a helpful sense of self-reliance,
but it also can be pressure packed.
That’s why all of us, especially Black women, need allies. Workplace allies can play a multitude of roles: informal (or formal) mentor and sponsor, connector to leadership development opportunities, coach, or simply someone to bounce ideas off
and commiserate with.
With men still largely dominating leadership positions, many Black
women will be turning to a male as their ally. Here are five men who
have thought long and deeply about how they and their company and
organizations can best help support Black women in their leadership
quest.
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organization, a Black woman
is often the only woman and
person of color in the room.
Without sponsors and allies,
a Black woman may have
to expend more energy on
managing negative stereotypes and the unconscious
bias of others—often through
behaviors like code switching—in order to have her voice
heard. Additionally, Black
women are often reviewed for
advancement based on already
demonstrated skills and past
experiences alone, while others are rated on the additional
factor of potential.

Calvin J. Crosslin
President of Lenovo Foundation and
Chief Diversity Officer, Lenovo

A

s chief diversity
officer for Lenovo,
a $50 billion
global Fortune 500
company leading in personal
computers, smartphones,
tablets, enterprise servers,
and gaming technologies,
Crosslin drives the vision and
strategy for Lenovo’s Global
Diversity & Inclusion Office,
supporting 63,000 employees
in 60 countries. He couples
his internal leadership with
external community impact
through Lenovo Foundation,
which works to empower
diverse populations with
access to technology and
STEM education.
Crosslin’s experience
includes 25 years at IBM
leading HR functions in
sales, services, and the global
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supply chain. He received his
bachelor’s degree in business
from SUNY College at Old
Westbury. Outside of work,
he enjoys racing motorcycles
and spending quality time
with his three children and
fiancée, Renee.
Diversity Woman: What are
some of the challenges faced
by Black women eager to
advance into leadership positions in the workplace today?
Calvin J. Crosslin: One of the
top challenges facing Black
women eager to advance into
leadership positions is a lack of
sponsorship and allies. It can
be difficult to develop a strong
network of senior leaders
and meaningful relationships
with key decision makers.
Depending on the industry or
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DW: How can males best be
allies to advance women, in
particular Black women, into
leadership positions?
CJC: Listen and remain
open to feedback. The career
aspirations and challenges
Black women face can be as
individual and unique as they
are, as can their strategies to
navigate those challenges.
Become a confidante and
provide candid coaching
and feedback on the cultural
aspects of the organization.
In particular, give insight on
how the organization really
operates, who are the key
decision makers, and how
decisions are really made
regarding leadership opportunities and appointments. Be
very intentional in creating
and fostering an inclusive
workplace. Help Black women
connect to a network of allies
who are champions of diversity and inclusion, and have
a genuine interest in mentoring, coaching, and sponsoring
women and people of color.
			
DW: What is your company doing to advance Black
women into leadership?

CJC: “Show Up, Listen, Act” is
our version of courageous conversations to openly discuss
social justice, race inequality,
unconscious bias, microaggressions, code switching, and
other topics at all levels of
the business, at a global scale.
These candid conversations
have fostered a higher level of
awareness across the entire
employee population, giving
our business leaders more
visibility to the challenges
employees experience. They’ve
also inspired action plans for
business units and leaders to
address social injustice externally and equity and inclusion
internally.
While "Show Up, Listen,
Act" helps us foster a stronger
culture of inclusion, our operations also support diversity
in the workforce. In addition
to the way we hire, develop,
and promote all employees
into leadership positions, we
have unique programs, such
as the Women’s Leadership
Development Program and
Mosaic Leadership Development Program. These programs have been successful
at addressing the additional
challenges many women and
people of color face in advancing their careers. We have a
sponsorship program to give
high-potential employees
greater visibility to senior
leaders who are decision
makers. We also have a strong
network of employee resource
groups that emphasize the
development and advancement of women and people
of color at a grassroots level.
We continue to ensure that all
of our HR processes are built
to enable diversity, equity,
and inclusion, particularly
through organizational planning and diverse hiring slates.
d i v e r s i t y wom an. com

Carlos Cubia
Senior Vice President and Global
Chief Diversity Officer, WBA

S

ince joining WBA
(Walgreens Boots
Alliance) in 2017,
Carlos Cubia has been
instrumental in advocating for
diversity, equity, and inclusion
at the company. Among his
achievements are launching
the first global WBA Diversity
& Inclusion Report, forming
a Global Inclusion Council,
adding a new corporate value
of inclusion, and linking a
portion of incentive pay to
performance on DEI goals.
He has partnered closely with
the divisions and functions of
WBA as a champion for the racial equity movement and for
accessible health care for all.
Prior to joining WBA, Cubia
served in senior executive positions at Aetna, medical devices
company Covidien, Blue Cross
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Blue Shield, and Safeco Insurance, where, among other initiatives, he was responsible for
driving the diversity agenda.
Black Enterprise named Cubia a Top Corporate Diversity
Executive in 2018, and Career
Mastered magazine honored
him with a Men as Allies Diversity in Leadership award.
Diversity Woman: What are
some of the challenges faced
by Black women eager to
advance into leadership positions in the workplace today?
Carlos Cubia: According to
a report from the Lean In
Foundation, Black women are
more likely to face day-to-day
discrimination at work than
men or other women. They
are more likely to have their
judgment or area of expertise,

skills, and/or abilities questioned. Black women often
feel excluded in the workplace,
as many times they are the
only one on a team, in the
room, in certain positions, or
in a leadership role. This often
leaves them feeling isolated
and alone, with no allies or
outlets to share personal or
sensitive situations. From
time to time we all need a
friendly or familiar face who
can personally identify with
our challenges. Black women
have constantly had to do two
or three times as much as men
or other women in order to
receive the same recognition.
These are just a few of the
many hurdles that exist for
Black women in the workforce
today. Yet they still find a way
to overcome those barriers
and achieve success in many
different areas, and that in and
of itself should be celebrated
but not necessarily accepted.
Imagine how much further
they could go if the playing
field was leveled and they were
truly judged on their capabilities and their contributions.
DW: How can males best be
allies to advance women, in
particular Black women, into
leadership positions?
CC: It is no secret that, in
most work environments, men
still hold most of the power.
If men truly want to help to
close the gap and increase
opportunities for women in
leadership, particularly Black
women, they must step up and
be a voice and an advocate for
high-performing women in the
workforce. They must model
appropriate behaviors and become sponsors and champion
fair and equitable treatment of
women in the workforce and in

society. They must also call out
bad behavior in the moment
and not wait until it is comfortable. For me personally, I
had to open up to understanding and educating myself on
the challenges and obstacles
that Black women face at work
and in everyday life and make
it my mission to try to break
down some of those barriers.
DW: What is your company doing to advance Black
women into leadership?
CC: At Walgreens Boots Alliance, we are committed to
creating a work environment
where diversity, equity, and
inclusion are at the center of
everything that we do. Over
the last several years, we have
expanded our global Women
of WBA, which is a network of
current and aspiring leaders
across the organization who
are committed to inspiring,
uplifting, and empowering women to do their best
work. This group is further
committed to networking, to
hosting programs and events
that provide educational and
growth opportunities, and to
further highlighting the work
that they are doing across the
organization. In addition to
this powerful group, we have
established goals within our
company to increase women
and people of color in leadership positions by focusing
on our recruiting, hiring,
and promotion policies. We
are currently in the process
of setting up mentoring and
sponsorship programs that
will also aid us in providing
additional avenues for growth
and opportunities. These are
just a few of the things that we
are doing that I am confident
will make a positive difference.
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co-edited five books, published over 140 publications,
and given over 200 scholarly
presentations and lectures
throughout the United States
and other parts of the world.

James L. Moore III, PhD
Vice Provost for Diversity and
Inclusion and Chief Diversity Officer,
The Ohio State University

I

n addition to serving
as the vice provost for
diversity and inclusion and
chief diversity officer at
The Ohio State University,
Dr. Moore is the first executive director of the Todd
Anthony Bell National Resource Center on the African
American Male. He is also the
inaugural EHE Distinguished
Professor of Urban Education
in the College of Education
and Human Ecology. From
2015 to 2017, Dr. Moore
served as a program director
for Broadening Participation
in Engineering in the Engineering Directorate at the
National Science Foundation
(NSF) in Alexandria, Virginia.
While at NSF, he was one of
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the program directors who
founded and launched the
highly acclaimed, crossdirectorate NSF INCLUDES,
a $100 million–plus national
initiative to broaden participation in STEM. From 2011
to 2015, he was an associate
provost for diversity and
inclusion at The Ohio State
University, where he managed numerous nationally
and internationally respected
programs and units.
In 2018, 2019, 2020, and
2021, Dr. Moore was cited by
Education Week as one of the
200 most influential scholars
and researchers in the United
States who inform educational policy, practice, and
reform. Over the years, he has
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Diversity Woman: What are
some of the challenges faced
by Black women eager to
advance into leadership positions in the workplace today?
James L. Moore III: The
reality is that, in today’s
world, Black women are still
too often finding themselves
facing double systemic
hurdles and biases in the
workplace, based on both
gender and racial fronts. And
while all women can experience barriers finding mentors
among leadership positions
in many workplace sectors,
Black women in particular
struggle to find champions of
their work and ideas as they
advance in the workplace.
DW: How can males best be
allies to advance women, in
particular Black women, into
leadership positions?
JLM: In my view, men in
positions of power have an
obligation to leverage their
male privilege in the workplace to advocate and support
others who are underrepresented. This can only happen when men undertake a
critical self-examination of
their own behavior, attitudes,
and biases.
The Ohio State University Office of Diversity and
Inclusion’s the Women’s
Place offers the Advocates
and Allies training program,
which sparks critical reflections and conversations
among male faculty, staff, and
students about how to be allies in improving the campus

climate for women and other
underrepresented groups. I
have always emphasized the
importance of nominating
my brilliant Black women
colleagues for university
or national awards, prizes,
and leadership positions.
Personally, I believe that it is
everyone’s responsibility to
create a just environment in
the workplace.
DW: What is your organization doing to advance Black
women into leadership?
JLM: Although I believe that
more strides are needed, I
am still proud that women of
every background are finally
breaking through into the
upper levels of leadership:
nearly half of the hires made
by the university are women
(up from 34 percent in 1999),
and 36 percent of faculty
are women (highest in the
Big Ten). But while the total
number of women of color at
the university continues to
increase, there are fewer Black
women in tenure-track faculty
positions than a decade ago.
For me, this is troublesome.
My colleagues at the Women’s Place are truly dedicated
to bringing greater gender
equity throughout the entire
university enterprise. With
their help, the university has
instituted several programs
that try to bring greater diversity and inclusion into the
leadership ranks, such as the
President and Provost’s Leadership Institute and the Staff
Leadership Series. The Ohio
State University also has a
robust search committee
training program that puts
the spotlight on the implicit
bias that can take place when
hiring for key leadership
positions.
d i v e r s i t y wom an. com

Julius Pryor III
Senior Director,
Cerner Government Services

A

s a leader of
diversity strategy
at Cerner Government Services,
Julius Pryor helps companies
leverage diversity to accelerate
innovation and drive business
results. Having created, led,
and executed diversity strategies at six global corporations,
Pryor practically created the
role of the modern chief diversity officer. Each and every
time he held the job, it was a
newly created position.
Pryor has held executive
roles at Johnson & Johnson
(J&J), Coca-Cola Enterprises
(CCE), Russell Athletic, Abbott, and Takeda. He was vice
president of global diversity
at both J&J and at CCE. Most
recently, he served as head
of innovation, diversity, and
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inclusion at biotech leader
Genentech (Roche). He is
chair of the board of directors
at the Center for Healthcare
Innovation, an independent,
nonprofit research and educational institute dedicated to
making health care more equitable by leveraging technology,
data analytics, and innovative
marketplace platforms. Pryor
also sits on the board of the
Andrew Young Center for
Global Leadership.
Pryor is not a traditional
diversity officer. His focus is
on leveraging foundational
principles of D&I to drive
revenue, market share, new
products, and unique services. He builds organizational diversity maturity, which
moves innovative ideation
across lines of demarcation

and enables leaders to make
better decisions.
Pryor learned a great deal
about agility, driving outcomes, and clarity of mission
during his service in the US
Navy. He notes that, “The
Navy is a requirement-driven
culture—you can delegate
authority but not responsibility.” He is a US Navy captain,
surface warfare officer, and
instructor for the Navy Officer Leadership Development
Program. He held leadership
roles in Atlantic and Pacific
fleets, including unit commanding officer, executive
officer, and fleet staff officer.
He had the honor of serving
on the recommissioning crew
of the historic USS Missouri
(BB-63).
Pryor is a graduate of Morehouse College and the Williston Northampton School
in Easthampton, Massachusetts. He was initiated into
the legendary Psi Chapter of
the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity
while at Morehouse. He is author of Thriving in a Disruptive
World: 6 Critical Concepts for
Navigating the 21st Century.
Diversity Woman: What are
some of the challenges faced
by Black women eager to
advance into leadership positions in the workplace today?
Julius Pryor: Black women
encounter three primary
structural obstacles.
Dealing with stereotypes. A
Black woman who is forceful,
confident, competent, and
capable is often interpreted
as being too strong and too
confident. These same qualities are desirable in a white
male leader.
Being forced to conform
to cultural norms that may
be at odds with their social

identities. Black women are
expected to present in ways
that are at odds with who
they are as people, so even the
manner in which they style
their hair can cause them to
be ostracized, something that
white employees never have to
consider.
Encountering biases in
addition to those about
gender. This is the difficulty of
intersectionality that comes
from being Black and female.
These obstacles are brought
into sharp relief when comparing the workplace experiences
of Black women and white
women.
DW: How can males best be
allies to advance women, in
particular Black women, into
leadership positions?
JP: Be authentic and be willing
to build a relationship of trust.
Take time to understand what
it is like to walk in a Black
woman’s shoes. Be willing to
listen and to become comfortable being uncomfortable. In
addition, understand the pernicious effect of microaggressions and educate yourself on
how stressful this can be. Also,
be willing to advocate and
sponsor when the opportunity
presents itself: “She needs to
be promoted now!”
DW: What is your company doing to advance Black
women into leadership?
JP: At CGS, we are doing
analysis to look at hiring,
promotion, and retention
obstacles.
We have created Diversity
Advisory Councils to advise
leadership about gaps, and
we are having roundtables to
allow frontline employees to
have candid discussions with
company leaders.
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Tyronne Stoudemire
Global Vice President of Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion, Hyatt

T

yronne Stoudemire
has more than 30
years of experience in
diversity and inclusion, and human resource management. At Hyatt, he works
with the senior leadership team
to implement culture, talent,
and marketplace strategies that
leverage diversity to grow the
business across the company’s
global portfolio of brands. His
team and internal corporate
partners have implemented
diversity-training initiatives,
including Hyatt’s Global
Diversity Equity and Inclusion
Counsel, Diversity Business
Resource Groups; mentoring
programs for high-potential
women and people of color; a
communications and public
relations strategy to drive
internal engagement and
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external brand recognition;
and a brand marketing effort
to further focus on multicultural and LGBT audiences.
Diversity Woman: What are
some of the challenges faced
by Black women eager to
advance into leadership positions in the workplace today?
Tyronne Stoudemire: In many
industries, including hospitality, it can be challenging for
women and people of color to
envision a career path if they
do not have many role models
and are not brought in on
conversations where they can
share their perspectives and
experiences. To help eliminate these types of barriers,
organizations must prioritize
inclusionary practices across
all areas of their business.
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DW: How can males best be
allies to advance women, in
particular Black women, into
leadership positions?
TS: At Hyatt, we focus on the
practice of empathy, which involves listening to understand
first, and then taking action.
This practice of empathy is
critical to our diversity, equity,
and inclusion efforts because it
helps leaders pause and listen
to what colleagues are expressing about their career paths,
goals, and challenges. Once
leaders understand better,
they can take action to support
colleagues’ specific career interests and identify opportunities
for improvement in career
development programs.
It’s also critically important
that all leaders understand
their role in moving DEI
efforts forward. In 2019,
Hyatt launched its Leading
Inclusively training, which provides global leaders with important knowledge, skills,
and resources to create truly
inclusive environments for
our colleagues. This training prepares our leaders to
have meaningful conversations
and makes clear the expectation that they support ongoing
dialogue, which in turn creates
a ripple effect on teams by providing the space to learn and
share ideas and experiences.
Alongside specific DEI initiatives, well-being is a significant
area of focus for Hyatt, and
it’s essential in career growth
and development. When our
colleagues are well and feeling
their best, they can better
care for each other and for
our guests and customers.
Well-being is a priority across
the organization, and we have
many initiatives in place specifically focused on colleagues.

DW: What is your company doing to advance Black
women into leadership?
TS: Diversity, equity, and inclusion are at the core of Hyatt’s
purpose to care for people so
they can be their best, and
we have dedicated significant
efforts to making this work
part of our overall business
strategy. Our Global Diversity,
Equity & Inclusion Council and
seven Diversity Business Resource Groups, including Hyatt
B.L.A.C.K. and Women@Hyatt,
represent our colleagues’
diverse cultures, backgrounds,
and viewpoints, and provide
an opportunity to share best
practices and key insights
so we can continue to drive
inclusionary practices across all
areas of our business.
In June 2020, Hyatt announced its Change Starts
Here commitments to accelerate our DEI efforts with
actionable 2025 goals. The
commitments focus on three
areas where we believe we can
have the most impact: who we
employ, develop, and advance;
who we support; and who we
buy from and partner with.
The first commitment—who
we employ, develop, and advance—focuses on Hyatt’s own
workforce. We are focused on
hiring, promoting, and retaining
diverse talent, and our goals
for this commitment include
specific targets for increasing
representation of women and
people of color. To ensure our
leadership better reflects our
global workforce and the communities in which we operate,
we’re requiring a diverse slate of
candidates for all leadership
roles and auditing our hiring
and promotion processes to
ensure diverse candidates in the
selection process. DW
d i v e r s i t y wom an. com

